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Workshop description
Excel is one of the most widely used tools in actively managing research data. This workshop will
introduce some of the basic and intermediate capabilities of Microsoft Excel. We will discuss guidelines
for organizing and formatting data on worksheet, some key formulas and functions, and how to create
simple graphs and pivot tables. We will also explore throughout the session best practices for data
management in Excel, along with tips on filenames, README files, and metadata.
Sections
Part 1 - Do's and Don'ts of formatting your spreadsheet
Part 2 - Learn to play with your data
Part 3 - Putting the “Fun” in Functions
Prat 4 - Tables and Charts
Part 5 - Pivot Tables & Pivot Charts
Microsoft 365
Microsoft Excel is often used as a multipurpose tool for data entry, storage, analysis, and visualization.
It is a spreadsheet program, which contains a number of columns and rows, where each intersection of a
column and a row is a “cell.” Each cell contains one point of data or one piece of information.
University of Ottawa Information Technology offers Microsoft 365 to student and faculty, which allows
you to work with tools that you are familiar with Word, Excel and PowerPoint. With Microsoft 365 you
can access these tools from any Internet browser, includes collaborative features, and you can download
Microsoft application on up to five of your own devices. All your data is stored in the cloud in Canada.
Login to portal.office.com with your uoAccess credentials (your username followed by @uOttawa and the
associated password). To download the Microsoft 365 suite, select dedicated button in the top right
corner of your main page.
Dataset
For this workshop, we will be using data in .csv format (comma separated values) that I retrieved from a
project on the kaggle platform that was shared under a CCO: Public Domain licence:
Stefano Leone. Rotten Tomatoes movies and critic reviews dataset.
Version 1. https://www.kaggle.com/stefanoleone992/rotten-tomatoes-movies-and-critic-reviewsdataset/metadata
I modified the dataset for this exercise. The datasets we used were
• Rotten_tomatoes.movies.ratings.csv [Link expiry date April 30, 2021]
• Rotten_tomatoes_movies.csv [Link expiry date April 30, 2021]
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Part 1 - What should my table look like?
It is vital to organize your worksheet in a certain manner if you want to be able to use certain functions
like sort or filter, and in order to be able to analyse your data by generating statistics and visualizations.
●
●

Each record or observation should be in a row, not a column.
Each variable or category should be in a column, not a row.

If you are compiling budget expenses for example, each expense should be a row. For a survey, each
row represents the respondent's responses to the questionnaire.
Q: How many good and bad practices can you see?

Do: Put only one variable in one column
Do: Use the head row for variable names
Do: Put the unit for the variable
Do: Name your worksheet

Don't: merge cells.
Don't: put your graph together with the data
Don't: put more than one value in a cell
Don't: use special characters, such as +
Don't: put more than one variable in one column
Don't: leave a cell blank without any explanation
Don't: put analysis and raw data in the same
worksheet

Keep an original version of your data in another folder
A best practice in data management is to preserve the original version of your data. A
recommended practice would be to save your data in its original format in a separate folder and copy the
datasets to another folder (e.g. “Analysis”). The copied dataset is the dataset that you should modify
and edit. Should you ever need to recover data or go back and see what the original data looked like,
you would still have access to it.
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Open rotten_tomatoes_movies.csv
Here is a breakdown of what each menu contains:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

HOME - Common actions such as formatting, copying, pasting, inserting, and deleting rows and
columns.
INSERT - Commands that enable you to insert objects such as charts and shapes into your
spreadsheets.
FORMULAS - Commands that help define, control, and audit Excel formulas.
DATA - Commands that enable you to connect to external data, as well as manage the data in
your spreadsheet.
REVIEW - Commands that protect data integrity in your spreadsheet, such as Spell Check,
Protect Sheet, Protect Workbook, and Track Changes.
VIEW - Commands designed to help you control how you visually interact with your spreadsheet.
Open in Desktop App
VIEWING – by default, you are in viewing, since the file format is in csv. If you would like to edit
the, you need to convert it into a xls file or open it in the desktop app.

Note the following features:
● Formatting tools inside the HOME ribbon, including several that you may recognize from other
Microsoft Office products.
● A Formula bar showing the contents of the highlighted cell (more on this soon).

●
●
●
●
●

A grid of cells where data are stored. The data include dates, text, and numbers.
Columns identified with letters (A, B, C, etc.) running along the top row of the sheet.
Rows identified with numbers (1, 2, 3, etc.) running down the left side of the sheet.
Similar to the desktop Excel app, you can add tabs at the bottom of the page
A tool for zooming in and out of the data on the bottom right side.

The tab File leads to what Excel refers to as the “backstage
view”, which are functions for file management: save, print, Info
and Share. Access to your document’s version history is
available under Info.

Version Control is the way to track revisions of a data set, or a process. If your research
involves more than one person, it is essential. If you are using only the desktop version of Excel,
you can do it manually by saving the spreadsheet after changes and including a version control
indicator in the file name, such as v01, v02, v1.4.
Note: It is important to note, that once you move your file out of Onedrive, your revision history will not
be exported.
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Tips and tricks
Here are a few useful keyboard shortcuts when working in Excel;
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Copy (Ctrl + “C”) and Paste (Ctrl + “V”), Undo (Ctrl + Z) and Redo (Ctrl + “Y”)
To select cells with data until an empty cell (both in a row or column) Ctrl+Shift+(Arrow in the
direction of data ←↑ ↓ →)
Freeze Panes; under the View tab, select “Freeze Panes” > “Freeze top row”. This allows for the
first row of the spreadsheet to be frozen when scrolling down the dataset.
To select all the data in your table - Ctrl + “A”
Wrap Text (found under the Home tab) to adjust the size of the cell to its text content.
To adjust a column’s width to its content, double-click on the right edge of that column before
the next one.
Insert > Table (Ctrl + T) creates a formatted Excel Table to organize and analyse related data.
○ Tables have many features, such as sorting and filtering, that will help you organize and
view your data (which we will explore more later). Other benefits of the Excel Table
include, formulas and formatting fill down automatically in the column.
○ Formulas use structured references to table cells, showing the column name.
○ When you Insert a Table, a new Table Design option in the ribbon becomes available.
■ Anytime you create a new table Excel will give it an initial generic name starting
with Table1 and increasing sequentially. You should always rename your table
with a descriptive and short name.
○ Because Excel is a formatted table with a specific cell range reference, you will need to
resize the table if you plan to add rows and columns to it.

Part 2 – Learn to play with your data (Filter, Sort, Conditional Formatting)
Filter
This function permits to filter the data in a column and allows the user to only display certain values (If
your data is not organized in a table, you will find this feature under the Data tab). Click on the drop
down grey arrow, and the filter will display all the available data (values or text) in that column).
▪ Filter content_rating_desc
▪ To deactivate the filter options, simply click on the Clear filter icon beside Filter again.

Note: that when you apply a filter, only the filtered data is visible but the remainder of your data is still
present in your spreadsheet. You will note the blue colour of your row numbers denotes some cells
are hidden.
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Conditional Formatting
Conditional Formatting allows you to quickly and efficiently change the formatting (cell colour, font
colour, etc.) for certain cells based on certain parameters (values greater than, smaller than, between,
etc.).
Note that using colour formatting is to help explore your data. Other analysis programs can much more
readily handle data that are stored in a column than data encoded in cell highlighting, font, etc. In fact
these mark-ups will be lost completely in many programs and if you export your data back into a CSV
format.

Always fill in blanks
When Excel encounters a blank, it can fail to sort and filter correctly. Some functions evaluate
blanks differently than you might expect. If a value truly doesn't exist, consider using a string such
as Unknown or NA
An easy way to bring attention to blank cells is to have them appear as a different colour than the other
cells on the worksheet.
To do this:
o Highlight your table (Ctrl + A).
○ Choose Conditional Formatting from the Styles group on the Home tab. Select New Rule to
open the New Formatting Rule window.
○ Select Format only cells that contain under Select a Rule Type:. Then choose Blanks under
Format only cells with: using the dropdown arrow. Click Format and go to the Fill tab and
choose the colour you want blank cells to contain. Click OK.
○ Now you can filter on colour for example (or “Blanks”). Make sure to fill in all cells and use a
consistent fixed code for any missing values. This is because if you want to make sure of
analysis feature, like Pivot tables, not only does the PivotTable display blank, but blanks are also
added to counts as well.
Now let’s use Conditional Formatting to explore text within a column.
○ Highlight the column genres
○ Again, choose Conditional Formatting from the Styles group on the Home tab.
○ Select Highlight Cells Rules, select Text that contains, and type in “drama” under Format
cells that contain the text. You can select the drop down list the colour choice to return.

Now to clear a Rule, you can either select “Clear rule from selected cells” or “Clear rule from Entire
Sheet”.
Note: Be mindful here if you are using colour coding and plan to share your spreadsheet later in a
non-proprietary format like csv, the colour coding will be lost. Here we are just using these features to
filter our data.
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Sort
Useful tool to sort values in alphabetical order, smallest to largest, etc. Select the column you wish to
sort, the values to be sorted, and the order (smallest to largest, A to Z, etc.).
○ Sort by original_release_date [Oldest to Newest and back]
○ Soft content_rating_desc. You can Filter and Sort on the same column (Variable) to structure
your data.
Part 3 - Putting the “Fun” in Functions
One of the most common uses of Excel is to perform a calculation. There are many different kinds of
possible calculations, anything from combining values stored in other cells (e.g. adding/ subtracting/
multiplying/ dividing the values of two or more cells) to performing an analysis on a cell or a group of
cells (e.g. through functions such as IF or CHOOSE).
1. Formulas
In Excel, a formula is an expression that operates on values in a range of cells or a cell. Formulas
in Excel always begin with the equal sign =.
=A1+A2+A3
This formula will find the sum of the range of values from cell A1 to cell A3.
2. Functions
Functions are predefined formulas in Excel.

Date function [Year]
A simple example here is to split our “original_release_date” variable. There are numerous ways to do
this, but to simply highlight what an excel formula is, we will consider the following.
•
•
•

In the first freely available column, type “year” for your column header.
Then in the next cell down enter the symbol = followed by the function “YEAR” [=YEAR]
Select the first data entry in from the original_release_date
=YEAR([@[original_release_date]]) OR =YEAR(J2)

Recall, in an Excel Table, formulas use structured references to table cells, showing the column name.
It means use the value in the column only on this row. Excel tables are a great form of automation. The
structured references replace row/column id, ie A1 with english language column names. In a table,
when you enter a formula once, it is automagically copied to the whole column (learn more: Using
structured references with Excel tables).
IF function
The IF function is often used when you want to sort your data according to a given logic. The best part of
the IF formula is that you can embed formulas and function in it.
•

In the next column, type the following formula:
=IF([@[runtime]]>120,"Long","Short")
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The above function is calling on the column runtime, which is the length of the movie in minutes, to see if
it’s greater than 120 minutes or 2 hours. If true, then “Long” will be returned. If false, then “Short” will
appear. Note that these conditions and words are all customizable.
Such an equation can be typed directly in the cell, or you can access a more detailed window showing
functions and their arguments by typing on the

icon.

Turn your formulas into static values
Once you’ve used a formula, it’s generally a good idea to turn those “live” formulas into static
values, provided you don’t need to keep them active. There are times when you need to keep
your formula active because your data is changing and you want the formulas to update in realtime. In that case, it’s totally fine to leave “live” formulas in your dataset
•
•

Select the whole column (Ctrl + Shift + ↓) and copy (Ctrl + C) the data.
Then over the top of this same data range, Paste-Special-As-Values.

For the Paste function in Excel, there are a few options available;
•
•
•
•
•

Normal Paste (P); it pastes the values and formulas.
Paste Formulas (F); It will paste the formula of the copied cell and adjust the range to where it is
being pasted.
Keep Source Formatting (O); If you are copying and pasting a cell with a URL link, this will keep
the link.
Transpose (T); Paste option that allows data from cells in a row to be transposed into a column
and vice versa.
Values (V); If you are copying values obtained from a function and want to keep the values only.

IF & ISNUMER function
We talked in the beginning about the importance of only having one value in a cell. Let’s take a
closer look at the column genres. What do you notice? When trying to do calculations or counts, for
instance, on this variable, each entry will be considered unique. We could split text into different
columns with the Convert Text to Columns Wizard, but that wouldn’t allow us to be able to readily
analyse how many movies for instance had the genre category “drama”.
Drama
Comedy, Drama
To check if a cell contains specific text, you can use the SEARCH function together with the ISNUMBER
function. We combine it with the IF function to return a True or False statement if it meets our logic
criteria. We are using the SEARCH function as it will automatically find partial matches.
=IF(ISNUMBER(SEARCH("Action & Adventure",$D2)),"1","0")
ISNUMBER returns TRUE for numbers and FALSE for anything else. So, if SEARCH finds the substring,
it returns the position as a number, and ISNUMBER returns TRUE. If SEARCH doesn't find the
substring, it returns a #VALUE! error, which causes the ISNUMBER to return FALSE. Now we will be
able to be able to determine for each genre classification the number of times it was applied.
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Document the steps you are taking
We talked earlier about versioning but it is also important to track the data provenance and the
steps taken in your analysis. There’ll come a day when you’ll be glad that you documented what
assumptions you made, what calculations you decided to do and how you did them! Should
document changes and reasons for these changes (e.g. a change log) in a separate sheet in the
Workbook (or in a separate document). It doesn’t need to be super long, just enough detail to allow you
or someone else enough information to understand and recreate the steps that you did and your
analysis.

VLOOKUP function
Have you ever had two tables that you wanted to join into one? Depending on how the data is formatted,
this could be quite straight-forward. However, what if we had more variables that we wanted to add?
Moreover, what if these two tables don’t line up perfectly? Perhaps one table has more rows than the
other. In this case, a simple copy & paste by adding columns wouldn’t work. In such cases, we can use a
very useful function called “VLOOKUP” to merge these datasets.
The Ratings dataset contains the notorious Rotten Tomato’s rating status the Tomatometer, it also
features audience rating and audience status among others.
Open rotten_tomatoes_movies_ratings.csv. Add a new worksheet in your
rotten_tomatoes_movies.xls dataset and copy & paste the contents of the Rating data to it. Make sure to
rename your sheet to something meaningful (e.g. Ratings).
Excel allows you to assign a name to your datasets, which can be a useful way to simplify your
functions. In light of this, let’s define the name of the Ratings dataset by selecting the top-left cell in the
sheet, then typing CTRL + A. This will highlight all the cells in the dataset. Right-click on any selected
cell and then click on “Define Name” near the bottom. You can then assign a name to this dataset, such
as “Ratings”.
In order for the VLOOKUP function to work properly, we need a common field between both our tables.
This common field also has to have unique values. In this case, the “rotten_tomatoes_link” field is
essentially the identifier for each Movie title.
This is how Excel will be able to recognize that a particular title from one dataset is a match with a
particular movie title from our Ratings table. When Excel is looking down a column to find a match, Excel
can only look to the right of that column. Here we can see in both our sheets that our "match column" is
already at the left-most column. Otherwise you could go and move it.
=VLOOKUP(What you want to look up, where you want to look for it, the column number in the range
containing the value to return, return an Approximate or Exact match – indicated as 1/TRUE, or
0/FALSE).
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Going back to our “MovieSelection” sheet, go to the first free column adjacent to our table. Open the
function menu () and search for VLOOKUP. Once you open it, fill in the following parameters:

OR

Note: HLOOKUP function is equally easy to use. You enter the same arguments, but it searches in rows
instead of columns.
Note: When you use VLOOKUP to return a value from a data table, the function does not differentiate
between blanks and zero values in what it returns. If the source value is zero, then VLOOKUP returns
0. Likewise, if the source is blank, then VLOOKUP still returns the value 0.
Always fill in blanks with consistent values
In our table that we expanded with the VLOOKUP function review the imported data you brought.
Is 0 rating a true zero or a blank? Remember to use consistent values for not reported (previous
example we used NA)
Match & Index function
There are certain limitations with using VLOOKUP—the VLOOKUP function can only look up a value
from left to right. One of the advantages of the INDEX and MATCH is that it can look to the left (meaning
we can look up and return a value to the left of the lookup value). Another benefit would be to specify a
single column that contains the return values, unlike VLOOKUP where you have to specify a table array.

VLOOKUP returns a cell's value; while MATCH returns a column/row number. Here is why you
would want to pair it with the INDEX function. The INDEX returns a cell's value based on the
intersection of the row and column number of a range.
=INDEX(ContentRating!B2:B7,MATCH([@[content_rating_desc]],ContentRating!A2:A7,0))
=INDEX(ContentRating!$B$2:$B$7,MATCH([@[content_rating_desc]],ContentRating!$A$2:$A$7,0))
An absolute reference in Excel is a cell address with the dollar sign ($) in the row or column coordinates,
like $A$1. The dollar sign fixes the reference to a given cell, so that it remains unchanged no matter
where the formula moves.
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Create a Data Dictionary
Creating a data dictionary is critical to making your research more reproducible as it allows
others to understand your data. The purpose essentially is to explain what all the variable names
and values in your spreadsheet really mean. Typically you will find the variable name as it is in
the data file, a longer explanation of what the variable means, the measurement units, potentially
expected minimum and maximum values.

Part 4 – Tables and Charts
Create a table using filters and sorts
Now that we explored the data and became familiar with some functions, we will Filter our dataset to find
Movies that are “short” in length, more recent from the years 2015-2020, where the content_rating_code
is PG or G, that Action & Adventure and Animation are both 1.
Copy Filtered Table into new Worksheet
Scroll to the top of your table, in the upper left hand corner of your table, press Ctrl + A to highlight your
whole table and then Ctrl + C to copy the filtered cells. In a new Worksheet press Ctrl + V to paste the
selected table (rename new table “Movie_Table”. Now Sort Highest to Lowest on audience_rating

Insert a chart
Charts help you visualize your data in a way that creates maximum impact.
To insert a chart:
• Select data in the table for the chart
• Select Insert > Recommended Charts.
• Select a chart on the Recommended Charts tab, to preview the chart.
• Select a chart.
• Select OK.
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Tomatometer Rating and Audience Rating for top 5 Action &
Adventure and Animation movies rated PG
120
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40
20
0

tomatometer_rating

audience_rating

Add your charts to a new worksheet
It is preferrable that you keep your table analysis and your charts in separate worksheets.
o Right click on the chart.
o Select Move Chart…
o Select New sheet: and add a new title (e.g. Movie_Table_Chart)
Note: You can select the data you want in the chart and press ALT + F1 to create a chart immediately,
but it might not be the best chart for the data. If you don’t see a chart you like, select the All Charts tab to
see all chart types.
For more information, see Available chart types in Office
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Part 5 - Pivot Tables & graphs
PivotTables can be useful to quickly generate summary tables of your data. They can also be used with
a corresponding tool called PivotCharts to rapidly produce graphs.
PivotTables do not permanently alter your data, but rather allows you to
perform cross-tabulations on your data quickly and easily. You can also use
PivotTables to do things like count the number of times a certain entry has
appeared (e.g. the total number of Action & Adventure movies), return the
averages for numeric records based on another field (e.g. average audience
rating by a specific genre), and much more.
Reminder: because we have used Excel Tables, you will need to ensure
that you Resize the dimensions to include the added rows before we can
do our analysis using Pivots.

PivotTable
Under the Insert tab, is where you will find the option to insert PivotTables or Recommended
PivotTables. The Recommended PivotTables option will recommend PivotTables options that best
summarize the data in your table. We will be using PivotTables option to customize the table to our
needs.
○ Click on PivotTables.
○ The Create PivotTable menu will appear.
○ Select a table and select New Worksheet as to where you want the PivotTable report to be
placed.
From here, you will notice a PivotTable Fields menu on the right-hand side. This is where you can
manipulate your PivotTable by adding fields listed under “Choose fields to add to report” to one (or more)
of four areas:
○ FILTERS
○ COLUMNS
○ ROWS
○ VALUES.
Fields are added to these areas by dragging-and-dropping them to the area of your choice (or directly
onto the PivotTable itself).
These areas will alter your PivotTable in different ways. The COLUMNS or ROWS areas will add all of
the unique entries of the field that is added to the PivotTable to the columns or rows, respectively. For
example, drag-and-drop the “content_rating_code” field to the ROWS area.
You can now start to play around with your data. For example, drag and drop the “production_company”
variable into the Rows area and drag and drop the “tomatometer_rating” to the Values. You can modify
Value Field Settings to display average for “tomatometer_rating”. Now add “Action & Adventure” to the
filter and select 1. Again, drag “content_rating_code” to the Filter and select G and PG. Result will look
as shown below.
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PivotTables are dynamic, click on one of the row labels (e.g. Hannover House) to see the underlying
data. Now, let’s filter on our table to only display production_company that have an average
tomatometer_rating of 90 or above. Select the drop down arrow next to Raw Labels.

Our new filtered table now looks like:

PivotChart
The PivotChart function under PivotTable tools allows you to quickly and easily graph your PivotTable
and customize it to your needs. This graph is dynamically updated as you make changes. We will use
data from the table above to produce a graph.
Click on PivotChart in the INSERT ribbon.
From here, you should see the following menu to create quick and easy graphs that will update
automatically as your PivotTable updates:
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Choose an appropriate type of graph to represent your data and click OK. In this case, we selected a bar
graph to compare the average tomatometer_rating above 90% for Action and Adventure movies suitable
to audiences rated G and PG. The resulting table will look something like this:

Production companies's average tomatometer_rating above 90%
for Action and Adventure movies suitable to audiences rated G and
PG
102
100
98
96
94
Total

92
90
88
86
84
Hannover House

Joseph Brenner Roadside/Samuel
Associates
Goldwyn Films

Spark
Entertainment

Toho Company
Walt Disney
Ltd.
Animation Studios

Guidelines for choosing a graph
The National Centre for Education Statistics has assembled a basic guide for determining which
graphs and charts to use for which kind of data.
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